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FLYING COLOURS FOR NEW RECRUITS

T

he first wholetime firefighter recruitment campaign
to be run by the service for over six years got
underway in September 2016.

Working together, saving lives

The initial stages of the recruitment process were undertaken
online, with over 3,000 would be applicants applying for just 11
places.
A number of awareness and taster days were held across the
county in the preceding months to encourage all potential
applicants, with the hope of attracting females and people from
black and minority ethnic communities to consider a career as a
firefighter.

The 11 successful applicants, four of whom are women, passed
out from their initial training course with flying colours at a
ceremony at the Chester Grosvenor Hotel, where they were
presented with their certificates by Chair of Cheshire Fire Authority
Cllr Bob Rudd.
Chief Fire Officer Paul Hancock congratulated the recruits: “It is
an exciting time to join the organisation and I am delighted to
congratulate you on reaching this point in your training. I hope you
continue to enjoy your new roles and go onto receive genuine
satisfaction from making a difference to people’s lives.”

Throughout the year our crews take part in training exercises with other emergency services and local
businesses so that skills are pooled effectively to keep Cheshire safe and secure as well as protecting the public.

Risk Rater
Register your
appliance
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service is urging people
to reduce the risk of home fires by 'Registering
your appliance'.
Simply register your appliance (e.g. fridges, freezers,
washing machines and tumble dryers) and then receive
product safety warnings and safety updates or repair
notifications about your appliance.
Firefighters are urging the public to register their new buys
now and not to forget older appliances that may be in
kitchens.
The Register my appliance website also provides valuable
advice on correct maintenance, safe usage and installation,
product standards and testing, guarantees and warranties,
consumer rights, a product recall listing and the AMDEA Code
of Practice on Product Safety.
Just visit www.registermyappliance.org.uk and follow the
instructions on the website.

How safe is your home?

Risk Rater is the Service’s free app
which allows residents to check
how fire safe their homes are.

The answer is at your fingertips

Launched in May 2016, it is a quick and
easy way to get a full risk assessment about
an individual’s home safety delivered
straight to their email.
Analysing the data of almost 1000
Cheshire residents since its launch, the
Service has found that there is still almost a
Online Home Safety
Risk Rater app
quarter of respondents who don’t have a
questionnaire
smoke alarm fitted, 43% leave electrical
appliances such as mobile phones, laptops
or tablet computers charging overnight
Do our home safety check and get a
and 60% don’t have their chimneys swept
personalised fire safety plan.
every year.
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/homesafetycheck
The Service’s Head of Prevention Nick
Evans urges everyone to download Risk
There’s lots of information on how
Rater: “This app is a quick and easy check
to prevent fires in the home.
that not only shows how fire safe your
home is now, but also gives you hints and
tips on how to keep your home and loved
ones even safer.”
The Risk Rater app can be downloaded via Google Play Store or the App Store. You can also
complete the questionnaire at www.cheshirefire.gov.uk.

For the latest news visit: www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
This Annual Report is a statutory document designed, published and distributed by Cheshire Fire Authority at a cost of less than 5p per head of population.
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Top 10 of Top 100 UK Employers
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service has rocketed into the top 10 of
LGBT charity Stonewall's prestigious Top 100 Employers list for
2017.
The Service has jumped five places from their 13th place in 2016 to a fantastic 8th
position. It is also, once again, the best performing emergency service in the UK due
to its efforts to engage lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) staff, volunteers
and communities.
This is the fifth consecutive year the Service has featured in the Top 100, which
assesses organisations ranging from local authorities to international investment banks
against criteria including engagement with staff and communities, training and
leadership. Last year the Service ranked 13th.
The Service was recognised in particular for its focus on supporting the community,
by addressing the safety risks faced by LGBT people, especially those who live alone,
those aged over 65 and young people - whom the Service engages with through
Prince’s Trust programmes, cadet units, school visits and other safety initiatives.
The Service’s efforts in the workplace to address homophobic abuse and other
forms of bullying were picked out by Stonewall, including its robust policies, efforts to
engage all staff in LGBT inclusion and the use of LGBT youth ambassadors who
support the delivery of LGBT and diversity training to team leaders and staff working
with young people.

Service dog honoured
with Animal OBE
The Service’s outstanding search and rescue dog was honoured by leading
vet charity PDSA at a special ceremony at Manchester Town Hall..
Thirteen-year-old Border Collie Bryn received the PDSA Order of Merit – the animal
equivalent of the OBE – for his outstanding devotion to duty. Working with the UK’s
International Search and Rescue Team, Bryn was deployed to Japan in 2011 after the
devastating earthquake and tsunami, and Nepal in 2015 following the earthquake which killed
and injured thousands.
During his 11 year career, from which he retired in 2016, he was also deployed across the
UK, assisting with searches at building collapses, gas explosions and missing persons.
Bryn and his handler, recently retired firefighter Steve Buckley, have been widely recognised
as one of the best dog and handler teams in the country.

Stanley the Smoke Alarm features at Royal Show

C

ostume character Stanley the
Smoke Alarm made his Royal
Cheshire
Show
debut,
promoting the need for smoke
alarms to the thousands of visitors.
Six reasons to fit a smoke alarm were
displayed in the main tent to
encourage anyone who doesn’t yet
have an alarm to get one fitted.
The packed stand included some of the
Service’s most impressive vintage vehicles,
alongside not only a modern red fire
engine but the Service’s pink one too!
And, of course, the infamous yellow fire
helmets were seen around the whole show
ground proving that lots of visitors to the
stand had taken the Test Me Test You tour!
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Fire Authority agrees
its plans for the future

C

heshire Fire Authority thanked everybody who took the
time to share their views during the annual public
consultation about its plans for the year ahead.

Chair of Cheshire Fire Authority, Cllr Bob Rudd, said: "We're grateful to
everyone who took the time to respond to our consultation which, after due
consideration, was implemented in the updated Integrated Risk Management
Plan. Like many other public services, we are facing some challenging times
ahead but we believe our plan maintains a strong focus on both the safety of our
communities and our firefighters.”
Chief Fire Officer, Paul Hancock, added: “I would like to echo the Chair’s
comments in thanking people for sharing their views on our plans for the future.
It was particularly great to see that 99 per cent of the public value us and 92 per
cent are satisfied with our performance. We have a lot of work still to do as there
are some big challenges ahead but our commitment to protecting local
communities, reducing risk and maintaining firefighters’ safety is paramount.”

Safety Central! Exciting lifeskills
Safety Central, Cheshire’s interactive lifeskills centre, is
being developed as part of Cheshire Fire and Rescue
Service’s mission to make Cheshire safer.
Opening in September 2017 the education centre is taking shape at
Lymm, and will sit alongside one of four new fire stations in the county.
Safety Central manager Mark Shone explains: “We are taking a huge
amount of care to ensure Safety Central blends into its surroundings
while being a stimulating and exciting place to visit.
“The centre will house, amongst other things, an immersive 270
degree cinema room, a series of immersive scenarios including a police
custody suite and cell, convenience store and online safety learning
space, a full-sized three-bedroom family home, shed and garden rigged
to demonstrate not only the most common causes of accidents but also
technologies to promote independence, a dramatic urban environment
and a Ruralrisk area, recreating Cheshire’s great outdoors….indoors.
“There will also be meeting rooms and activity space available to hire
once the centre is up and running. My team and I are really proud of
how it’s all coming together and are looking forward to welcoming our
first school visits in September.”
Bookings for Key Stage 2, Key Stage 3 and bespoke group visits are
already being taken and there is a booking form at
www.safetycentral.org.uk for schools and groups who have not yet
booked but would like to come along.

Fire cadets need leaders to avoid closures
The country’s largest voluntary fire cadet scheme could face
closing some of its units if more volunteers from Cheshire,
Halton and Warrington are not found to help run them.
Cheshire Fire Cadets was set up 24 years ago and is now in desperate need of
volunteers to help ensure the longevity of its 24 units. People from all walks of life
are needed to help and firefighting experience is not necessary.
Nick Evans, Head of Prevention, made it perfectly clear and said: “There is
probably a bit of a myth about volunteering with fire cadets that you need some
kind of firefighter experience, but that’s simply not true. There’s no set profile and
certainly there’s no need to have a background in the fire and rescue service to
volunteer with Cheshire Fire Cadets. You do, however, need drive and
commitment in helping young people thrive in your local community, and that’s
all we are asking for from our volunteers.
“We are urgently looking for people from all walks of life to help with our cadets
and would urge anyone with a couple of hours spare each week to get in touch.”
Telephone the Youth Engagement Team on 01606 868654 or email
vicky.wrest@cheshirefire.gov.uk
Alternatively download the application pack from
www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/jobs/volunteers/cadet-leader-volunteers
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Making Che

Lymm Fire Station and Safety Central
Work has been continuing on the construction of a new fire station and safety
centre in Lymm, part of a comprehensive plan to improve response times across
Cheshire, Halton and Warrington.
The new fire station will house a number of specialist vehicles due to its close location to
the motorway network on land off Cliff Lane, Lymm. Providing full time cover, there are
training facilities on site to enable firefighters to continue to respond effectively to the
variety of incidents they are regularly called to.
Safety Central, on the same site, will be opening its doors to school parties from
September 2017, delivering educational programmes aimed to reduce accidental deaths
and injuries from fire at home, on the road and in the community. More information
about Safety Central is available at www.safetycentral.org.uk.

Blue Light Collaboration
A major collaboration programme aimed
at protecting front line emergency
services is ongoing. Blue Light
Collaboration will be bringing together
most of the back office and professional
services which support both Cheshire Fire
and Rescue Service and Cheshire
Constabulary, establishing a single, shared
headquarters site by spring 2018.
The new joint headquarters is being jointly
developed to ensure that the look and feel
reflects the cultures of combined teams and
to encourage even closer working between
the organisations.
There will be no merger of frontline services – firefighters and police officers - with each organisation
keeping their separate brand, identity and management arrangements.

Fire Stations officially opened
Two new fire stations have been officially opened and are fully
operational.
Penketh Fire Station was opened by the Lord Lieutenant of Cheshire, David
Briggs MBE, ably assisted by school children from St Vincent’s Primary School,
Penketh. Powey Lane was opened by Chair of Cheshire Fire Authority Cllr Bob
Rudd who said: “We take great pride in the quality of our personnel and in
their commitment to serving the public and the communities of Cheshire.
"For me as Chair of the Fire Authority, I take great pride in seeing local
people compelled to give something back, to keep their friends and
neighbours safe.
"Firefighters are key local advocates; they are part of a wider network of
front-line public service workers, whose job it is to ensure that our
communities are safe, secure, sustainable and prosperous."
The addition of these fire stations will help to fulfil the Service’s mission of
becoming a safer Cheshire and continuing to reduce rates of death and injury
from fire and other emergencies.
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Investing in safety
Technology in the emergency services is constantly evolving and Cheshire Fire
Authority strongly believes in investing in high tech emergency equipment.
This year there has been a significant change to the cutting equipment used by
operational crews. Investment has made by purchasing Clan Lukas cutters for every
fire station. These tools, often known as the ‘jaws of life’, have been hailed by
firefighters as a fantastic new addition to the equipment carried on a fire engine.
Because they are battery powered they are more portable and easier to manoeuvre
around road traffic collision incidents where people are trapped, increasing the speed
in which casualties can be released.
The Service’s research and development team looks at new technologies that can
drive the business forward. Station Manager Gareth Scott heads up the team: “Our
role is about innovation and making sure we have the best operational and personal
protective equipment possible. We have a ten year plan of maintenance and renewal
for our equipment but that does not mean we replace things regardless. We review
everything and if the equipment is still the best on the market and in good working
condition we keep it.”

Additions to the fleet
New fire engines and aerial ladder platforms have been purchased to replace some of our appliances that have given us
excellent service over the years.
The investment represents an injection of £2.4 for 10 fully kitted fire engines and £1.3m for the aerials. Seven of the 10 new fire
engines, based on the 320 model Scania chassis with a CP28 cab, have been delivered and are on active duty at Lymm,
Macclesfield, Runcorn, Widnes, Powey Lane, Penketh and Ellesmere Port. The remaining three are under construction. They are
fitted with an E controller that gives full functionality around the vehicle so the driver can tell if lockers are open, seatbelts are
worn and 999 functions are fully visible. Fitted with front and rear parking sensors, there is a lane departure sensor and radar
controlled braking and electronic brake distribution. They are all fitted with the latest VUE CCTV with seven cameras fitted.
Storage for everything needed by a modern fire and rescue crew has been improved and is much more efficient.

© Crown copyright and database rights 2016 Ordnance Survey 1000240064
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FireChoir debuts

First Fire Apprenticeship
scheme in the UK launched
In a first for the UK, the Service has launched a Firefighter and
Community Apprenticeship programme, designed to offer
successful applicants a rich learning experience where they can
gain comprehensive knowledge of the wider work of the Service
as well as completing operational training.

The Service choir continues to hit the high notes and are in great
demand for concerts and appearances. The year saw two more
‘firsts’ with the choir taking centre stage to headline its debut
concert. Parr Hall in Warrington was the venue for An Evening with
Cheshire FireChoir and Friends, in aid of The Fire Fighters Charity.

The 11-strong team completed their first stage of the 21-month long
apprenticeship scheme at a glittering close at their Prince’s Trust Team
Programme graduation.
The Prince’s Trust Team programme was deemed to be the perfect gateway
into the Firefighter and Community Apprenticeship and the recruits spent 12
challenging weeks being taken outside their comfort zone. They have been
exposed to the elements on a week-long camping residential in North Wales,
interviewed by members of the Service Management team and spent time
experiencing the inner workings of many of the headquarters’ departments.
After their graduation the team was straight into initial firefighter training and
have also been seconded to various teams and stations around the county on
the intended outcome of every single one of them securing permanent
employment with the Service.

The Friends in the title were Manchester Airport Choir, which appeared in the first
series of BBC’s Sing While You Work, and tenor Matt Bond who had just returned
from supporting Sir Tom Jones and has performed with the Royal Shakespeare
Company, at the Edinburgh Festival and Royal Albert Hall.
They also took to the studio to record their haunting version of Bruce
Springsteen’s The Rising, their tribute to fallen firefighters everywhere. The single
was recorded and is available to download from iTunes or Google with proceeds
being given to The Fire Fighters Charity.

Summary of accounts 2016-17
Cheshire Fire Authority is the public body which
manages the fire and rescue service on behalf of local
communities. It is made up of 23 elected Members,
with eight appointed by Cheshire East Council, seven
by Cheshire West and Chester, three by Halton Borough
and five by Warrington Borough. The current political
make up of the Authority is Labour (13), Conservative
(8), Liberal Democrat (1) and Independent (1).
The Authority is a separate legal body and has the
power to set council tax and agree its own policies and
procedures without needing the approval of these local
councils. Its meetings are open to the public and are
usually held at the Service’s Winsford headquarters. Full
details are on the website – www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
Its key duties include approving the annual budget;
setting its council tax level and agreeing the numbers of
staff and levels of equipment necessary to provide an
effective service and approving the organisation’s key
policies, plans and strategies.
It is also responsible for ensuring its business is
conducted in accordance with the law and proper
standards, that public money is properly accounted for

and how it aims for continuous improvement. To
demonstrate this it produces an Annual Governance
Statement to accompany the Statement of Accounts.
From 2013-14 the Authority has included this as part of
its annual Assurance Statement. Both the Annual
Accounts and the Assurance Statement are available on
the Authority’s website.

Accounts
The Fire Authority’s accounts show how it uses its
resources to deliver a fire and rescue service across
Cheshire. The summary accounts below provide an
overview of where the funds come from, how they are
used and the financial position as at March 31st 2017.

Summary Revenue Account
The 2016–17 Fire Authority net revenue budget was
£42m, with total net expenditure incurred of £40.5m
resulting in an underspend of around £1.5m.
The Authority has a General Reserve of £8m. This has
been assessed as proportionate to the risks facing the
organisation and balances the current public sector
financial position with the need to ensure there are

Summary Revenue Account 2016-17

£’000

Firefighting and Rescue Operations

25,377

Protection and Prevention
Premises, Fleet and other Corporate Support Costs

3,997
10,828

Net Cost of Service
Other income, expenditure and adjustments

£’000

Summary Balance Sheet
The Summary Balance Sheet shows the 2016-17 end
of year position and the most obvious point to note is
the net liability of £451m. In other words, the Fire
Authority has assets worth £84m, but has long term
liabilities of £535m.
Most of the liabilities relate to expected future pension
costs of £533m, compared to £474m in 2015-16. All
local authorities are required to recognise this liability in
their balance sheet even though it is not an immediate
call on their resources, but instead is paid out over the life
of existing and future pensioners. At present, all deficits
on the Firefighters’ Pension Scheme are funded by
Government through a specific top up grant.

Summary Balance Sheet 2016-17

£’000

Long Term Assets

60,655

Current Assets

29,219

Long Term Liabilities
40,202

Current Liabilities

41,765

-6,676
-451,319

Financed by:

Revenue Support Grant and Local Taxation

-16,346

Unusable reserves

479,388

Council Tax

-25,997

Earmarked Reserves

-20,082

Net General Fund (Surplus)\Deficit
Balance on General Fund brought forward
Balance on General Fund Carried Forward

-578

General Reserve
TOTAL NET WORTH

-7,409

£’000

-534,517

Total Assets less Total Liabilities

1,563

Amount to be met by Govt Grant and Local Taxation

sufficient funds to deal with major incidents. The
Authority also holds earmarked reserves to meet specific
needs. In line with the continuing financial pressure it
faces, the Authority has developed a range of options to
deliver future savings. Implementing some of these will
take time, however, and it is recognised that the
Authority’s reserves will be needed to smooth the
financial pressure over the next few years.

-7,987
451,319

-7,987

Notice is hereby given that the audit of the Authority’s accounts for the year ending 31-03-2017 is complete. Any local government elector may inspect, copy or request a copy of the statement of accounts and the auditor’s report,
which are available at Clemonds Hey, Oakmere Road, Winsford CW7 2UA, Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm, or on our website at www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
Wendy Bebbington, Head of Finance, 01606 868700
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Focus on Performance
2016-17
The Service continues to focus on fire prevention activity on those who are most
vulnerable. Over the past three years fire crews and safety advocates have visited and
carried out Home Safety Assessments (which became Safe and Well visits in February
2017) in almost 84,000 homes.
The Service’s prevention agenda continues to have a positive impact on the numbers killed and
injured. Over the past decade house fires have almost halved, fire related injuries have reduced
by more than 60% and smoke alarm ownership is now at record high levels.
In addition, deliberate fires, which often occur outdoors, have also reduced by almost 80% since
2006 with conviction rates also being higher than average.
The Service has also helped to change the lives of thousands of young and often disadvantaged
young people through its Prince’s Trust and RESPECT courses.
The following infographic highlights some of the key trends on different aspects of the
organisation’s performance over recent years.

Automatic Fire
Alarms
We have now changed the way in which we
respond to automatic fire alarms (AFAs) and have
advised business of the changes to the way they
respond to all Automatic Fire Alarms (AFAs).
Crews do not respond to any AFAs at the majority
of business premises (including schools) unless a
caller at the building reasonably believes that there
is a fire.
Calls from premises where there could be people
sleeping, such as care homes, hospitals, private
dwellings, hotels, hostels, halls of residence, very
high risk industrial sites and high rise buildings are
not challenged and continue to get an emergency
attendance.
Of the total number of AFAs attended in 2015/16,
just over 1% of the calls required any firefighting
action.
Simon Gibbins, Head of Protection and
Organisational Performance said: "AFAs cost
business time, money and divert firefighters from
genuine emergencies and other duties. They also put
road users and pedestrians at risk as fire engines
respond at speed on blue lights.
"Although the current emergency attendance to
places where people sleep will not change, the new
procedure do help bring down false emergency calls
in non-domestic premises (which include schools)."
The system works so that when a call comes in
from a building at any time during the day or
evening, a fire engine is not automatically sent. A
999 call is made from someone at the premises if
they reasonably believe that a fire has broken out.
Only then do fire engines respond.

Award-winning
routes for Road
Safety team
Illegal tyres, of which there are more than 10
million on UK roads, were the cause of more than
1000 crashes last year, which is almost double the
number caused by people being distracted by
mobile phones.
The Service, along with charity Tyre Safe, has
been running awareness events around the county,
offering free tyre safety checks and tyre advice and
this initiative has led to winning a prestigious
national award.
Colin Heyes, Road Safety Manager at Cheshire
Fire and Rescue Service, said: “We are delighted to
have won this award for trying to tackle what is a
huge problem on our roads. Most people don’t
think about their tyres when going from A to B but
worn tyres can burst at any time or significantly
increase stopping distances with deadly
consequences.
“We want to encourage people to check the
tread of their tyres, the air pressure and the
condition at least once a month or before a long
journey. These simple and quick steps can help
prevent a tragedy in the future.”
Three of the Service’s road safety officers have
been accredited by Road Safety Britain.
Frances Egerton, Lorna Lucas and Suzanne West
took the Road Safety Practitioner’s foundation
course which focuses on examining and changing
behaviour on the road. Based on their recent
qualification Lorna is now looking at enhancing
the current content of the Service’s school safety
visits as a result of the foundation course, Suzanne
is working on areas of how road safety is taught at
key stage 4 and Frances has evaluated the service’s
Biker Down initiative, growing the delivery of the
Service’s key motorcycle safety course.

Cheshire West & Chester
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Teddies for times of trauma

Mirror
reflection
caused
house fire

W

insford firefighters received a
special delivery from the local
branch of University of the Third Age
(U3A). The craft section of the group
“trauma
teddies”
for
knitted
firefighters to give to children who
have been involved in house fires.

Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service urged
residents to avoid keeping mirrors
next to windows following a Chester
fire caused by the sun reflecting on a
mirror.

Winsford firefighter Mark Foster coordinated the teddies arrival. He said: “We
are really grateful to the U3A knitters.
Trauma Teddies are a welcome distraction
for children at incidents so will all
eventually go to loving homes.

A young mother came downstairs to find
a lot of smoke in the living room. She rang
999 and firefighters soon arrived to find the
fire had been caused by a slanted mirror left
on the living room window ledge. It had
reflected the sun’s rays onto paper, setting it
on fire and burning a toy nearby.
Incident commander Paul Donaghy said,
“This is an example of how a seemingly
harmless act of placing a mirror by a
window ledge could potentially be very
dangerous. Keeping mirrors next to a
window can concentrate the sun’s rays
causing nearby objects like curtains,
clothing, paper or furniture to set fire.
"There were hard wired smoke detectors
fitted but these did not work at the time
proving it’s essential to check smoke alarms
regularly to make sure they are working.”
Visit our website to do an online safety
check www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/homesafetycheck/

U3A craft section coordinator Margaret
said: "We wanted something worthwhile so
set about knitting bears. We made around
50 trauma teddies, all with different
personalities, and we know that they will be
loved by any child that receives one."

Volunteering award for man who
clocked up more than 2000 hours
A Chester resident has been given an award by Cheshire
Fire and Rescue Service after clocking up more than 2,000
hours volunteering.
Mike Farrell from Blacon, volunteers for the Service as part of the Post
Fire Support Team, helping families to clean up after they are affected by a
fire. Retired former fire safety officer at the Countess of Chester Hospital,
Mike began volunteering in 2010 while he was still working and has been
at it ever since.
He said: “You feel as if you are contributing and helping others.
Sometimes if you do a donation or something you don’t see how it pans
out but if you do it hands-on you see the difference. It’s one of those
worthwhile things because when you turn out people are quite distressed.
The award is nice but we don’t do it for that, we do it because there is a
need for it.”
Mike was awarded the Palladium Volunteering Achievement Award
from Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service for his efforts over the years.

Cheshire West & Chester
Unitary performance area profile

Fire Authority Members

Don Beckett

Eleanor Johnson Nigel Jones

Also included in the primary fires category are accidental fires in the home, which have remained steady. Delivery
of Safe and Well visits continues to be focused on those households most at risk and this is backed up with publicity
campaigns highlighting key safety messages, particularly around safety in the kitchen where around 60% of house
fires start.
A 4% reduction in deliberate fire activity has been recorded over the past three years in Cheshire West and Chester.
The most significant decrease has been in the number of small (secondary) deliberate fires which are often associated
with anti-social behaviour. Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service’s intelligence-led approach to identifying ‘hotspot’ areas
has become more sophisticated and any problem areas are highlighted and tackled with a range of arson and youth
engagement initiatives.

Jane Mercer

Stuart Parker

Ellesmere Port

Bob Rudd

Tony Sherlock

Frodsham
Northwich

Key statistics

Key contacts

2014-15 15-16 16-17

Primary fires per 100,000
population
Fatalities from primary fires
per 100,000 population
Injuries from primary fires
per 100,000 population
Deliberate primary fires
per 10,000 population
Deliberate secondary fires
per 10,000 population

101.6

96.5

102.5
Powey Lane

0.0

1.0

0.3

3.9

2.4

5.7

2.3

2.5

2.4

9.9

9.8

9.1

Winsford
Chester
Tarporley

Steve Barnes
Service Delivery
Manager

Emma Coxon
Locality Safety
Manager

Emma Mason
Hub Administration
Manager

Ian Kay
Station Manager Protection

Your local station – For more information about your local fire station, please visit our website www.cheshirefire.gov.uk

Malpas
Wholetime station
Day crewed station
On-call station
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Call 01606 868700 if you know someone who wants to receive this report in another format

Published by Cheshire Fire Authority, Tel 01606 868700

In the last three years, primary fires in Cheshire West and Chester have increased by 6%. These are fires that
involve property such as buildings and vehicles and include both accidental and deliberate incidents. The numbers
of fire related fatalities and injuries remain positively low.

